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Measuring Up is a customized, blended solution that offers standards-based print instruction as 
well as a digital component that delivers diagnostic/formative assessment and adaptive practice. 
Measuring Up supports teachers in the classroom, generating data to inform instruction and 
research-based supplemental lessons to support the teaching to close the achievement gaps. 
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ASSESSMENT NEEDS CHOOSE Measuring Up
❑ Determine baseline of what students mastered from SY19/20

Measuring Up Live provides:
✓ access to prior grade state practice tests 

✓ the ability to create your own using the extensive standards-based item bank

✓ formative and informative benchmarks, CBA, exit tickets, and brain breaks

✓ Professional Learning Modules  

❑
Identify learning defi cits to focus on closing the gaps with 
assessments aligned to student learning outcomes

❑
Use of multiple measures to assess understanding that
generates data for evaluation

❑
Professional support to understand how to create meaningful
assessments and use data to guide instruction

Request a sample and demo today to see how Measuring Up 
can support your needs.

QUALITY, RESEARCH-BASED CONTENT NEEDS CHOOSE Measuring Up

❑
Alignment to standards, offer supplemental instruction that can 
integrate into curriculum 

Measuring Up Blended Solution supplemental instruction is customized to 
your state standards.
✓ Supplemental, research-based lessons customized to your state standards now

in print and eBook formats

✓ Data provides feedback to students resulting in meaningful conversations

✓ Insight that delivers diagnostic and formative assessments

✓ MyQuest that delivers personalized adaptive practice; automatically
assigned based on Insight performance OR on teacher activates standards

❑
Instruction that supports prior knowledge, academic vocabulary, 
and opportunities to model and reinforce application

❑
Offers independent practice with a variety of item types that 
align to standards and meet the rigor of standards expectations

❑
Differentiation via students’ independent instructional level and 
support for diverse learners

❑ Require and/or reinforce critical and higher-order thinking skills

❑ Provide immediate feedback on performance

❑ Digital, standards-based practice

❑ Diagnose, prescribe, instruct, and/or report student progress 

DATA | REPORTING NEEDS CHOOSE Measuring Up

❑
Disaggregate data by item, standard, student, class, grade, and 
school; must be standards aligned 

Measuring Up Blended Solution supplemental instruction is customized to 
your state standards.
✓ Measuring Up Live provides access to real-time data to monitor individual

student’s understanding and progress.

❑
Ability to monitor usage and progress; grouping of standards
profi ciencies

❑

Assessment fi ndings are used to improve student learning, 
classroom instruction/assessments, review, evaluate, and
modify the curriculum in program


